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Newsletter
 

Well, for the fist time in a long time, I am able to be a bit 

upbeat in my introduction to our newsletter.  Things are 

looking up and we are moving some housing stock albeit 

at low prices.   

 

Where are our clients coming from?  The whole of 

Europe, North America and further afield.  Who is 

buying? Predominantly people looking to relocate, retire 

or holiday in Spain but sadly, we are not getting the 

young people, they are currently priced out of the market.  

We are however getting people looking to start 

businesses in Spain which can only be encouraging for 

the future of our country. 

 

My insider tells me that the Banks are now lending and 

that he can have loans approved at the branch office level 

for the first time in a long time, so from application to 

funds available you could be looking at 4 to 6 weeks if 

your papers stack up and you are happy with the deal 

being offered. 

 

The real thrill is that we had our first one hours sale 

recently.  Not something we have seen for many a long 

year.  The clients viewed and one hour later put in an 

offer of the full asking price.  We are also getting 

competition over some properties which is healthy and 

will help the prices to rise in due course!  We also have 

some house owners asking to raise their asking prices but 

that is a dangerous gamble and could see the house stuck 

there for sometime if we do not get the lift we are all 

hoping for on prices.  

 

This month we have an excellent article from our old 

friend at Foremost Currency, James Baxter who has 

kindly donated to our columns since our first edition.   If 

you are looking to move money to or from Spain or you 

want to discuss bringing a monthly sum i.e. a pension  

 

 

over to Spain, speak to James, all our clients who have 

used him say he is a thorough gentleman and does an 

excellent job.  Also this month some updated notes from 

the lovely Corinna Buerky,  our non resident tax 

specialist,  and last but not least, we are very delighted to 

have managed to get an article from Juan Antonio 

Rodriguez and his colleagues Alvaro and Javi at 

Templecambria, the bilingual solicitors in Conil.  

Incredibly busy though they are, they spared us the time 

to give us a great insight to their work.  

 

In addition, we have an article about Jose Maria Escriva, 

founder of Opus Dei.  Is he a modern Spanish saint or the 

founder of a cult?  To round off this edition, an article 

entitled  “Why The Banks Want Your Information”.  A 

lot of requests from Banks for private information about 

income etc which is causing many people some concern. 

 

I hope you enjoy this edition of our Newsletter, my 

thanks to our contributors and our next edition will be out 

on 1 September 2015 

 

Lesley McEwan, MD, Cadizcasa 

 

STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS 

 

Spain looks set to offer cheaper mortgages as the 

Eurozone interest rate plummets.  The Euribor stood 

at 0.18% at the end of April, its lowest level in 

history.  It was as high as 5.3% in the last months of 

2007. 

 

 

As the majority of mortgages in Spain are variable 

rate loans, which are revalued every year, it means a 

typical homeowner will save around 284€ per 

annum. 
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Fixed rate mortgages, so popular in other parts of 

Europe, are not that sought after in Spain, as they 

carry additional fees and any fluctuation is only 

annual, meaning that they have plenty of time to 

prepare and take action if interest rates do begin to 

rise sharply.  The repayments have dropped 

drastically.  In 2007 a 90K mortgage on a 35 year 

term would have had a monthly repayment of 500€ 

but now you are looking at 288€ per month. 

 

 

The Euribor declined through April 2015 starting 

the month at 0.196% but ending it at 0.171% on the 

last day of the month. 

 

 

All this is great news for home owners and house 

purchasers, but bad news for savers and the 

economists predict that the Euribor will drop even 

further through 2015. Dropping to around 0.1% or 

even 0% 

 

 

The only thing set to stop this decline would be out 

of control credit being granted but as that was the 

cause of the global financial crisis, you would have 

to hope that we have all learned our lesson! 

 

 

A downturn trend is needed to aid recovery and the 

Central European Bank is keen to keep things on 

their current course as this will ease interest rates for 

companies, small businesses and the self employed 

and cause salaries to rise.   This would increase 

growth and improve employment. 

 

 

There are however fears, that we have a rash of 

borrowing at the low rates and when those rates rise 

in a few years, as undoubtedly they will, people find 

it hard to repay their loans. 
 

 

 

 

EXCHANGE RATE OUTLOOK 

Once again, it’s been 

another volatile three 

months for our three 

most actively traded 

currencies, GBP, 

EUR and USD, as 

global economic and 

political uncertainty 

continues to dictate 

market movement. 

Over the last three months we’ve seen GBP/EUR hit 

an 8-year high, with EUR/USD dropping to a fresh 

10-year low. 

 

The euro has had a rough ride over the first half of 

2015 as the situation in Greece deteriorates, with the 

threat of a ‘Grexit’ now a distinct possibility. 

Rumours from within the Greek cabinet have 

suggested that Greece will not be able to make its 

next debt repayment to the IMF, resulting in a 

default and a potential reversion to the Drachma, 

which could trigger the start of a complete 

unravelling of the monetary union. The Greek 

uncertainty has left the euro on the back foot, at one 

point dropping to 1.4250 against the pound and 1.05 

against the dollar.  

 

However, it’s not all doom and gloom in Europe. 

Inflation figures published recently showed the 

Eurozone has managed to drag itself out of 

deflation, a sign that the aggressive quantitative 

easing programme implemented by the European 

Central Bank earlier in the year is starting to take 

effect. The implementation of the QE programme 

was actually the catalyst for the euro’s recent 

demise, but many would argue that the ECB had no 

choice but to embark on the programme, as every 

other tool used to manipulate the economy had been 

exhausted. The QE programme has helped stimulate 

economic activity, with prices now rising again and 

conditions improving across the board, particularly 

in Spain, where the recovery is being hailed as the 
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‘Spanish Economic Miracle’. The Spanish economy 

is now outperforming both France and Germany, 

with GDP rising healthily and unemployment levels 

continuing to fall. 

 

Over in the UK, the strength of the pound has been 

largely determined by the uncertainty around the 

general election over the last few months. As the 

election drew near, opinion polls were pointing in 

the direction of another hung parliament, with the 

threat of a Labour/SNP coalition weighing heavily 

on the pound. In the week leading up to the election, 

the pound dropped from 1.40 to 1.33 against the 

euro. However, the exit polls suggested a Tory 

majority, and as this was confirmed the pound 

jumped four cents against the euro, with sterling 

having its best day in 6 years against the other major 

currencies. The wind was taken out of the pound’s 

sails however, as inflation data from the UK in mid-

May revealed that the economy is now also 

struggling with deflationary conditions, the first 

time price rises have dropped into negative territory 

since March 1960. It is now highly unlikely that the 

Monetary Policy Committee will vote in favour of 

an interest rate rise until inflationary conditions 

improve, with the Bank of England expecting 

inflation to take at least 2 years to return to the 

central bank’s 2% target. 

 

The continued weakness in the world’s major 

developed economies, coupled with geopolitical 

concerns, is creating volatility in the currency 

markets. With exchange rates sometimes moving 

5% over the course of a week, the timing of any 

currency conversion can be critical. If you have an 

imminent currency exchange requirement, and 

you’re concerned over the continued uncertainty.  

Contact James Baxter at the Foremost Currency 

Group for a free, no obligation consultation on 

+44 1442 892 062. Alternatively, drop him an email 

at jsb@fcgworld.co.uk. 

 

STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS 

 

The farmer who helped pull two victims of the Seville 

militarty aircraft crash from the burning wreckage has 

been hailed a hero by the Prime Minister. 

 

Manuel along with another farmer and a passing lady ran 

to the burning plane when they spotted two men trying to 

get out of the aircraft.  Between them, they managed to 

pull the men free and help them to safety.  Both are now 

in hospital and said to be serious but stable.   

 

Sadly four others including the pilot and co-pilot lost 

their lives when the plane crashed during a test flight.  

None were military personel as the plane was being 

tested by the maker, the Airbus construction Company in 

Seville,  prior to delivery.   

 

The pilot, realising the plane was going to crash, steered 

it in to a potato field in order to avoid a residencial área.  

It is thought a problem had occured during the routine 

test flight as the pilot was making a full turn and 

attempted an emergency landing at the time of the 

incident. 

 

This particular Airbus unit was destined for Turkey 

where it was to be incorporated in to their military fleet.  

The UK currently owns two units, Germany has one with 

a further 52 on order and orders are confirmed for, 

Thailand and South Africa amongst other countires. 

 

MODERN SPANISH SAINT OR FOUNDER  

OF A CULT? 

 

The mysterious world of Opus Dei came to the attention 

of many through the highly popular book the Da Vinci 

Code written by Dan Brown and published in 2003. Later 

made in to a film of the same name,  the character of the 

villainous monk Silus certainly added a different slant to 

the long list of movie baddies and the background to his 

mailto:jsb@fcgworld.co.uk
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character raised some interest regards the organisation 

named Opus Dei. 

 

Opus Dei was founded on 2 October 1928 in Madrid, by 

one man, a Spanish priest, ordained in Saragossa, called 

Father Josemaria Escriva.   He named the organisation 

The Prelature of the Holy Cross and Opus Dei.  Opus Dei 

meaning “Work of God”.  The organisation teaches that 

everyone is called to holiness and that ordinary life is a 

path to sanctity.  He said “With the beginning of the 

Work in 1928, my preaching has been that holiness is not 

something for the privileged few. We have said that all 

the ways of the earth, all states of life, all the professions, 

all honest tasks can be divine....we tell each one--all 

women and all men--that where you are, you can acquire 

Christian perfection”.  Opus Dei was given final Catholic 

Church approval in 1950 by Pope Pius VII and in 1982 it 

was created a personal prelature by Pope John Paul II 

meaning that the jurisdiction of its own bishop covers the 

people in Opus Dei wherever they are, rather than there 

being geographical dioceses. 

 

But the development of Opus Dei was not 

straighforward.  In 1936 Spain was catapulted into civil 

war following the assassination of Calvo Soterlo by 

government agents.  This act confirmed the view of 

millitary conspirators and their civilian supporters that 

the government was either unwilling or unable to control 

the situation and that Spain was rapidly descending in to 

chaos and revolution.  It was hoped that this situation and 

the military uprising planned for July 18th, would put 

them in control of the government.  There was no name 

for this movement but in time it became known as the 

Nationalists.  Uncharacteristically, the war began a day 

early on 17 July when military units in Morocco rose up 

and this soon spread to the remainder of the country.  The 

leaders of the Nationalists were primarily younger 

officers as most of the senior generals opposed the revolt 

or were neutral.  

 

Large sections of the army and the majority of the Air 

Force and Navy refused to join the officers who had risen 

against the legitimate government and in many areas the 

Militarized police (The Guardia Civil) fought hard 

against the army units which had joined the revolt.   

Casares Quiroga the prime minister was unnerved by the 

military uprising and resigned,  handing over the reigns 

to Martinez Barrios who tried to make a deal with the 

Nationalist leaders.  Unfortunately, they did not want to 

play ball and within hours a new prime minister Jose 

Giral was elected.  His prior claims to fame were as a 

left-Republican professor who had served as Minister of 

the Navy so he had soemthing of a meteoric rise. 

 

A new government of middle class liberals was formed 

but it had explicit support of socialists, anarchists and 

communists.  On 19 July, Giral, backed by the socialist 

and anarchists took the unusual step of arming the 

population by issuing weapons to the socialist and 

anarchist militia.  This rather odd step pushed many army 

units in to the arms of the Nationalists. 

 

Rapidly people chose sides and by 20 July, 1936, the 

country was more or less divided into two clear zones.  

Forces opposed to the revolt and nominally loyal to the 

Republican government occupied around 66% of the 

country including the entire Mediterranean coast and 

most of the Atlantic coast except for a small area near to 

Cadiz. They held all the principal cities and industiral 

centres with the exception of Zaragoza in the north and 

Seville and Cordoba in the south.   

 

Both sides rapidly sought back up from other nations 

with Franco approaching Germany and Italy while the 

Republicans approached the French.  Hitler provided 

bombers for transport and fighter aircraft as defense, to 

ferry the North African Army led by Franco across the 

Straits of Gibraltar to southern Spain.  This rapid division 

of the country also cut off communication between Opus 

Dei members throughout Spain and in other countries.  

At this point Escriva feared that the movement he had 

nurtured would be dismantled. 

 

What followed  in these early days of war, was a total 

collapse of government with the Spanish Communist 

orator of the time, La Pasionaria saying that “the whole 

state apparatus was destroyed and state power lay in the 

streets”.   Local militia took control of cities, towns and 

villages in the areas where the Nationalists movements 
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initially failed.  The collapse of government rule in the 

Rebublican zone was accompanied by a bloody period of 

terror,  meted out by small groups of revolutionary 

parties who organised themselves for this purpose.   

 

Much of the terror was directed on the Catholic Church 

and against its priests. Fifty priests  in Madrid were killed 

in a 13 day period between 18th and 31st July 1936. Over 

50 churches in the city were sacked or burned and anti-

catholic violence continued through August in much of 

the Republican zone where more than 2,000 priests and 

religious followers were killed.  While the violence 

tapered off after these two bloody months, priests 

continued to be killed up to the end of the war.  The dead 

numbering 12 bishops, more than 4,000 diocesan priests 

and more than 2,500 religious followers.  You get some 

idea of the level of killing this equates to if you consider 

that one in seven diocesan priests and one in five male 

members of a religious order were killed. 

 

Josemaria Escriva, along with many priests, was forced 

in to hiding during this time.  In his diocese of Barbastro 

alone,  123 of the 140 priests were murdered.  Escriva, 

was now trapped in Madid. Just prior to the outbreak of 

civil war, Escriva and some of his Opus Dei followers 

were preparing a property in Madrid situated at  Ferraz, 

16 as an Opus Dei residence to incorporate a student hall 

which they already had established for their followers 

plus the DYA and academy to teach law and architecture.  

This property sat directly opposite the Montaña Barracks 

and on 20 July 1036 a full scale attack was launched on 

the barracks.  In order to escape from Farraz 16, Escriva 

donned work overalls he had found in the house and 

eventually made it to the safety of his mother´s home.  

The other followers also made it out safely but this was 

the start of life on the run for Escriva and his 

organisation.  Local people knew that Escriva was a 

priest and as the leader of Opus Dei he was certainly 

being hunted.   On one occasion a mob hanged a man 

from a lampost in his neighbourhood in a case of 

mistaken identity.   

 

Finding a hiding place was difficult, taking in and hiding 

a priest could result in death for you as well as the priest.  

A very brave man named  Dr Herrero Fontana had 

offered Escriva and his followers a few days of shelter at 

his home.  He then drove Escriva in an official hospital 

car to an asylum run by a school friend of Escriva.  He 

told the militia driver that Escriva was a patient being 

taken in to care and that he was dellusional.  Escriva lay 

on the back seat covered by a blanket announcing that he 

was a famous physician and writer and so convincing 

was his performance that the driver told Dr Herrero that 

it would be better to shoot the poor soul as he was of no 

further use in the world.  Escriva made it to the asylum 

and was hidden there for some time.  Several of his Opus 

Dei followers were also admitted to the asylum and for a 

time, they  and other refugees given shelter  there lived 

quietly within its walls, but eventually the militia came 

and searched the hospital and again they were on the 

move.   

 

On another occasion, a member of Opus Dei found them 

refuge in the Honduran legation through a friend of his 

who was the son of the Consul.  Escriva spent some time 

at the legation and conducted mass openly in the 

vestibule.   Other refugees became alarmed at his lack of 

caution in his religious worship and fearful that his 

cantations would be heard from outside the legate and 

bring the militia to the doors.  The Consul was forced to 

ask him to keep his religious worship to a more private 

area i.e. his room.   The legation provided Escriva with 

papers which allowed him a certain amount of movement 

and on 7 October 1937 Escriva made it out of Madrid 

and headed first to Valencia then to Barcelona in the 

company of 7 young followers of Opus Dei.  From 

Barcelona on the 19 November they crossed the Pyrenees 

to Andorra.  From Andorra they cross in to France and 

then back in to Spain to arrive in the Nationalist zone of  

San Sebastian on 12 December. 

 

From January 1938 Escriva lived in Burgos travelling to 

the battlefronts to carry on his apostolic works and 

writing hundreds of letters, which still survive, 

encouraging his followers to keep up their christian 

spirits even in the face of adversity. 

 

In 1939 at the end of the war,  Escriva returned to Madrid 

and obtained a PhD in law at the Central University.  The 

first edition of “The Way” his  spiritual best seller was 

published.  This work eventually spread all over the 

world selling more than 4 million copies. 
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The years of the civil war were painful and destructive to 

Opus Dei.  Having been formed now for  ten years, Opus 

Dei had come out of the Spanish Civil War with no 

residence, no teaching facility and virtually no resources.  

The organisation lost many members, two in combat, 

three who had not fully grasped their vocation to Opus 

Dei prior to the war and therefore, did not persevere 

through the long period of tension and isolation.  Opus 

Dei had welcomed women in to their ranks as well as 

men but none of the young women who belonged to 

Opus Dei at the beginning of the war were still members 

at the end.   Only fifteen men and one woman made up 

the ranks of Opus Dei at the end of the Spanish civil war.   

These were solid, tested people who were committed to 

living their vocation and their faith in Opus Dei, had 

lasted through the difficult times. 

 

The house at Farraz, 16 in Madrid still stood but was 

badly damaged from the war and especially the artillery 

attack on the barracks opposite.   Escriva noted the 

condition of the property through binnoculars when he 

visited a nearby hospital having hitched a lift  on one of 

the first transports back in to Madrid after it was secured 

by the Nationalists.  At this time,  Escriva was finding it 

hard to find the 20 pesetas a day for his board and keep 

in a run down hotel and to make Farraz 16 useable  

again, as a residence for Opus Dei, would require around 

1 million pesetas.  A sum of money he could not even 

imagine. 

 

Looking at the state of Opus Dei at the end of the 

Spanish Civil War it is surprising that in 2013, the 

Prelature numbered over 80,000 of which the majority 

were lay men and women and the remainder catholic 

priests.  The organisation is active in around 80 countries 

and 70% of members live in their own private homes 

leading Catholic family lives.  Around 30% of members 

are celibate of whom the majority live in single sex Opus 

Dei centres. 

 

The organisation founded by Escriva has not had to seek 

its critics, it has been accused of being secretive, elitist 

and operating in a cult like manner.  Some have gone so 

far as to say they “brainwash” their followers.  There are 

accusations of somewhat questionable recruitment 

methods including “love bombing” where prospective 

recruits are showered with flattery and admiration in 

order to entice them in to the organisation.  Escriva 

practised corporal mortification personally,  including 

flagellation and was known to wear a cilice and 

recommended the practice to his Opus Dei followers.  

His organisation was accused of supporting Franco´s 

regime and certainly after 1957 several members of Opus 

Dei served in Franco´s government.  Also somewhat 

against his religious belief of humility,  is the fact that in 

1968 he requested and received from the Spanish 

Ministry of Justice the rehabilitation, in his favour, of the 

title Marques of Peralta. 

 

While these accusations about the organisation and its 

founder´s conduct,  could just be scurrilous rumours  put 

about by disillusioned ex members or those opposed to a 

successful organisation,  an Opus Dei spokesman  did 

confirm that numeraries to Opus Dei do turn over their 

salaries to the organisation and are encouraged to sign 

Wills in favour of the organisation.  They are 

discouraged from reading certain forbidden  literature, 

which does not include Fifty Shades of Grey as you 

might expect but rather oddly, it does include the Book 

of Common Prayer 1714.  They are also encouraged to 

share their private communications with the outside 

world via letter, email, text etc  with their spiritual 

leaders. 

 

Not only does criticism haunt Opus Dei from outside the 

church.  After the Opus Dei headquarters were moved to 

Rome in 1945, the organisation attracted criticism from 

within The Vatican.  One Bishop whom Escriva widely 

avoided made comment that he doubted Escriva existed 

as he had never set eyes on him.   Another stated that 

Opus Dei was the most dangerous organisation even 

admitted to the Catholic Church. While others likened it 

to a catholic version of the Jehovah Witness organisation. 

 

Josemaria Escriva the founder of Opus Dei died suddenly 

and unexpectedly, aged 73,  on 26 June, 1975. Escrivá 

was canonized by Pope John Paul II on 6 October 2002 

in St. Peter's Square in the Vatican. His official saint 

name is Saint Josemaria Escriva de Balageur.  His 

sainthood was certainly fast tracked, him being made a 

saint only 27 years after his death. 
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Was Josemaria Escriva a saint or the leader of a cult, I 

am afraid that question is not going to be answered 

anytime soon, the controversy about Opus Dei, its 

inclusion in the catholic church,  its recruit methods and 

treatment of members rumbles on.   

 

STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS 

 

All cars issued with a “Y” registration must be fitted with 

a system that automatically calls the emergency services 

number in the event of an accident.  The device called an 

e-Call means that ambulances, fire brigade and police 

can get to the scene of an accident more quicky as the car 

will contact them without any human intervention. 

 

It is considered to be a life saving device for injured 

passengers who may be unconscious, trapped or 

otherwise unable to reach their phone or make that vital 

call. 

 

The decision was made by MEP´s in December 2014 and 

ratified by the Internal Markets and Consumer Protection 

Commission in the European Parliament. 

 

In order to comply with data protection laws across the 

28 member states, the location of any car or light 

commercial vehicle cannot be traced using e-Call unless 

there is an actual accident. 

 

The e-Call will make  a call to 112 the Spanish national 

emergency number and it will give the make and model 

of the vehicle, the time of the accident, the type of fuel 

being used by the vehicle and the exact location.  

However, it cannot tell the emergency services how 

serious the collision was, how many occupants are in the 

car or how seriously injured they may be but it is a 

massive step in the right direction and may give peace of 

mind to single drivers or those or journeys in remote 

areas. 

 

Spain is the nineth largest motor manufacturer in the 

world and the second largest in Europe after Germany.  It 

will be one of the main producers of cars and light 

commercial vehicles with the e-Call facility meaning the 

new EU law will affect Spanish car factories the most.  

Outside of Europe the worlds largest manufactures are 

China, USA and Japan. 

 

WHY THE BANKS WANT YOUR INFO 

 

A lot of our clients have contacted us looking for 

assistance and advice regarding somewhat alarming 

emails and letters they have received from their banks 

asking for their NIE/Passport and proof of where their 

income is derived.   This information had to be presented 

at the bank before the end of April or there was a 

possibility that their account could be frozen.  If you 

know Spain then you will know that a frozen account can 

play havoc with the payment of electricity bills etc so not 

a situation most people, especially those who do not live 

in Spain,  want to get in to. 

 

Why are the banks asking for this?  Well, as per the law 

10/2010 of 28 April or to give it its proper name, The 

Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act,  which 

deals with money laundering and financial terrorism, the 

banks are required to know who their customers are and 

where their money comes from.  It is a rather weighty 

document originally prepared by SEPBLAC or the 

Servicio Ejecutivo de la Comisión de Prevención del 

Blanqueo de Capitales e Infracciones Monetarias.   

 

Why did they feel the need to update the legislation 

already in existenace?  Well, a large amount of black 

money, that is money which has not been declared to the 

Spanish government and on which, taxes have not been 

paid entered the Spanish economy during the housing 

bubble.  A lot of that money is still sloshing around in 

various bank accounts and it is know that some of it 

came from illegal sources in the first place.  In recent 

years, the increase in terrorist activity has given cause for 

concern about where these organisations hide their funds 

and of course, our old friends racketeering, money 

laundering and drug dealing still pour millions in to our 
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economy and indeed many economies worldwide, year 

after year.   

 

Unfortunately as is always the case, the innocent get 

caught up in the net and are the ones who worry the most 

about these new legal requirements.  So to try and clear 

up some of the confusion and concern:- 

 

What documents can the bank ask for?  The first thing 

they need is a copy of is your NIE and or Passport in 

order to identify you. 

 

Can they request other documents?  Yes, they can request 

details of your financial background.  This can take 

various formats but a letter from your accountant 

showing that you are a director or owner of a business or 

a P60 should do the trick. 

 

The new law not only affects private individuals but 

seeks to regulate other entities where dodgy money is 

“washed”.  These include casinos, jewellery dealers, 

precious stones and metals dealers, antiques dealers, art 

dealers and those engaged in the deposit and transfer of 

funds such as money brokers.  Also people engaged in 

the marketing and operation of gambling entities, 

lotteries and those dealing in securities and financial 

derivatives. 

 

The Act requires these organisations which also includes 

banks to identify who they are dealing with.  Hence, the 

requirement for your NIE or passport.  They are further 

required to ensure that their customers are not acting on 

behalf of a third unidentified party – possibly a terrorist 

group or criminal organisation.  

 

Article 12 of the Act entitled Business Relationships and 

Transactions Without Physical Presence,  states that the 

institutions and persons covered by this Act may enter 

into business relations or execute transaction by 

telephone, electronic and telmatic means with customers 

who are not physically present provided that one of the 

following conditions is met: 

 

(a)The customer's identity is accredited in accordance as 

defined in the applicable regulations on electronic 

signatures. 

(b)The first deposit originates from an account in the 

same client´s name opened in Spain, the European Union 

or in equivalent third countries. 

(c) The requirements to be determined in the regulations 

are judged to be met. 

 

In any event, within one month of entering into the 

business relationship, the institutions and persons 

covered by this Act must obtain from these customers a 

copy of the documents required to practice due diligence. 

 

Where discrepancies are observed between the data 

supplied by the customer and the other information 

accessible or in the possession of the institution or person 

covered by this Act, face-to face identification will be 

required. 

 

For me the most worrying article was article 19, entitled 

Abstention From Execution!  That did put me in a bit of a 

panic when I spied it in Chapter III under Reporting 

Obligations.  I thought the Act was about to recommend 

execution for those who failed to supply the appropriate 

papers but it merely deals with abstaining from 

undertaking any transaction if you think there is a 

possibility that the people involved are not kosher or that 

the funds have been amassed from illegal or dubious 

means. 

 

Chapter 34 deals with bringing money in to or taking it 

out of the country.  Any sum of 10,000€ or more to be  

moved is required to be declared prior to moving it.  The 

money does not have to be in cash, it also includes bearer 

cheques, traveller cheques, promissory notes and 

payment orders not to mention, electronic movements. 
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So before you go in to a tailspin and seek legal advice, be 

aware that this affects everyone who is not a regular face 

in the bank and who they cannot put their hand up to god 

and vouch for.  Obviously, if you do not live in Spain and 

are only a periodic visitor or indeed merely own a rental 

property which you do not visit  then your bank will need 

to carry out these checks on you.  My insider tells me 

that the banks are whole heartedly hacked off with the 

new requirements, one bank has over 200 customers 

outstanding this information and in danger of their 

accounts being frozen so we can all imagine the fun and 

games that will cause.   If you have received one of these 

emails or letters, be assured, you are not alone! 

 

STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS 

Following on from the recent suprises of the UK 

elections, Spain is starting to realise that things are 

changing  on the political front and what were given 

definites in the past are now not so definite. 

 

Debate has opened across Spain´s main political parties 

over legalising, or decriminalising to be more accurate, 

certain currently illegal drugs.  The centre-right party 

Ciudadanos are calling for “more information and 

control” while the right wing PP are strongly against any 

harmful substances getting legal protection.   

 

Alberto Rivera, leader of the Ciudadanos party says “the 

aim is not for drug consumption to proliferate, but the 

opposite – reduce and eradicate drug use by informing, 

controlling and monitoring. 

 

He makes reference to some countries in Europe where 

certain “soft” drugs have been made legal but is keen to 

qualify that he does not consider this to be “a good 

criterion in general” but stresses that some drugs have 

always been legal , for example – tobacco and alcohol.  

Both are drugs in that they are addictive and harmful yet 

both are widely used in the population and do not attract 

the same disapproval that other drugs do. 

 

Mr Rivera is keen to say that he does not mean to 

approve or to be in favour of drugs but to regulate certain 

aspects of them and to look for solutions to the problem 

rather than turning a blind eye. 

 

He has also raised the subject of prostitution during an 

interview on the radio station Onda Cero.  Stating “we 

could act like ostriches, stick our heads in the sand, carry 

on being hypocritical and continue to allow human 

trafficking to happen behind closed roors.  Or we could 

regulate this activity for those who practise it so that they 

have basic rights and do not suffer exploitation”. 

   

Rivera has also discussed 'regulating' prostitution, which 

has attracted criticism from other parties towards him. 

 

Mr Rivera is critical of the current PP leadership, at local, 

regional and national level, for failing to respond or 

indeed refusing to speak to his party.  He says “there's a 

lack of vision in this country. Spain is about to change 

dramatically, it needs to change dramatically, nobody is 

going to enjoy absolute (political) majorities any longer, 

and this is the situation whether the PP likes it or not.  

Parties need to talk to each other – not just about forming 

coalitions but about what's happening in Spain every day. 

This country needs a new approach to politics, and the 

PP knows it will never be able to govern again without 

talking to us. Closing its mind and its door to 

Ciudadanos, refusing to give explanations to the public 

or show its face, is not doing the PP any favours.” 

 

CORINNA BUERKY UPDATES US ON THE 

TAX LAWS 

 

Our very charming and friendly tax advisor Corinna 

Buerky who has written pieces for us in the past, has 

given us a little update on various tax matters which 

affect not only non resident but also resident people. 
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Property Owners and Rental Income 

In Spain there are many property owners renting out their 

property but not declaring the rental income which means 

they do not pay any tax on that income. This has never 

been the correct procedure, but commonly practiced, as it 

seemed to have no consequences from the revenue office. 

 

Property owners who rent out a property and do not 

declare rental income should bear in mind that this year 

the revenue office, in its yearly list of planned 

proceedings to act against tax evasion and tax fraud (Plan 

de Control Tributario y Aduanero 2015), decided to keep 

an eye on the rental income from touristic apartments 

announced on the internet. 

 

Automatic Exchange of Information with the country 

of Residence 

Another measure to avoid tax evasion comes from the 

EU. In October 2014 finance ministers of around 50 

countries signed an agreement to automatically exchange 

agreed tax information (Automatic Exchange of 

Information (AEOI)). That means without sending a 

specific request, the revenue office will get automatically 

yearly information. There will be an exchange of non-

resident financial account information with the tax 

authorities in the account holder’s country of residence. 

Around 50 countries will work towards having their first 

automatic information exchanges by September 2017 and 

there will be tests before that date. 

 

To read more you can go to the OECD page. 

http://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/automaticexchang

eofinformation.htm 

 

Changes in Non - residents Tax from 2015 onwards 

Instead of 24,75%  which was the tax rate to pay in 2014, 

non EU Residents pay 24% and EU Residents 20%. (In 

2016 19%). 

 

If you sell your property from this year on for a higher 

price then you purchased it, then the capital gains tax 

which you have to pay is more. Before 2014 there was a 

monetary adjustment which was used to correct the effect 

of inflation of a property. This adjustment disappeared in 

2015. 

 

As well for assets purchased before 31st of December 

1994, a part of the net gain was susceptible to reduction 

depending on the years you owned the property. This is 

not the case from 2015 on,  if the sales price is over 

400.000 Euros. 

 

Inheritance tax. Eu court 

The EU court decided in 2014 that the Spanish 

Inheritance Tax is discriminatory.  In former times Non- 

residents did not have the same benefits as Residents. 

That means Non-residents ended up paying higher rates. 

This was changed. The same benefits as for a resident 

will be applied. Non- residents who paid the inheritance 

tax in the years before 2015 can in some cases claim tax 

back. 

 

Changes for Residents 

There were also changes for Residents. Here are some of 

the main changes which could be interesting. 

 

Tax brackets are reduced from seven to five and the 

minimum tax rate is also reduced from 24.75% to 20% in 

2015 and 19% in 2016. The maximum tax rate is reduced 

from 52% to 47% in 2015 and 45% in 2016. 

 

Concerning the tax rates applicable to the tax base for 

savings, for example interest or dividends, they will also 

be reduced gradually in 2015 and 2016. 

 

Up to 6.000 Euros the tax rate will go down from 21% to 

20% in 2015 and to 19% in 2016. From 6.000 to 50.000 

the tax rate goes down to 22% in 2015 and 21% in 2016. 

http://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/automaticexchangeofinformation.htm
http://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency/automaticexchangeofinformation.htm
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From 50.000 Euros on the tax rate will be 24% in 2015 

and 23% in 2016. 

 

The exemption of €1,500 of dividends has been 

eliminated 

If you sell your property from this year on for a higher 

price then you purchased it, then the capital gains tax 

which you have to pay is more. Before 2014 there was a 

monetary adjustment which was used to correct the effect 

of inflation of a property. This adjustment disappeared in 

2015.  Also for assets purchased before 31st of December 

1994, a part of the net gain was susceptible to reduction 

depending on the years you owned the property. This is 

not the case from 2015 on anymore if the sales price is 

over 400.000 Euros. (This is the same for the Residents 

as for the Non - Residents.) 

 

The tax relief on contributions to pension plans has been 

reduced to 8.000 Euros. Before the limit was 10,000€ and 

12,500 for over 50 years old. 

 

The deduction for renting the main residence will be 

eliminated, but the deduction will be maintained for 

renting contracts which were signed before January 2015. 

 

There is a new exemption for capital gains from the sale 

of assets for persons over 65 years. At the moment they 

are already exempt from paying taxes if they sell their 

main residence. From 2015 on if they sell other 

properties or shares then invest the money in a life 

annuity six month after sale, they do not pay tax on the 

capital gains. (maximum 240.000 €.)  

Contact Corinna now 

Member of the Official Association of Business 

Graduates Cadiz No.459 

Avenida de la Industria, 30, Chiclana de la Frontera 

www.nonresidents.eu             info@nonresidents.eu 

Telephone 856 600 006  or 670 703 227 

 

STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS 

 

007 star Daniel Craig has a cousin who lives and works 

in Valencia.  The Austalian born, Robert Craig brews 

real ales in the Spanish city, having moved there some 10 

years ago after falling in love with a local. He now brews 

Blue Serpent at his Ophiodian Brewing Company. 

 

Brewed from a traditional recipe his grandmother gave 

him, he uses hops and barley which gives the Blue 

Serpent a slightly more bitter taste than traditional 

Spanish ales and is more in keeping with the Australian 

palate. 

 

The brew was named after an Australian legend about a 

Gorrondolmi, which translates from the Aborigine as 

´blue serpent´.  It is said to have protected our planet and 

sent signs to the Aboriginies telling them where to find 

water in the dessert. 

 

Robert says “real ales have only really been in fashion in 

Spain about five years”, unlike Australia,  where real ales 

have been a staple for a long time but Roberto hopes it 

will catch on and the business will grow.  

 

TEMPLECAMBRIA  

SETTING THE STANDARDS IN THE  

COSTA DE LA LUZ 

 

As you will know we have had many guest companies 

and people feature in our newsletter over the past few 

years, but I am particularly delighted to have an article 

about TempleCAMBRIA, the solicitors in Conil in this 

issue. I have known the three partners for several years 

now.  Juan Antonio Rodriguez Garcia is also a colleague 

of mine from CHIFRA.  All three of the partners are 

astute, consummate professionals and charming people in 

to the bargain.  Templecambria is a law firm which sets 

the standards in the Costa de la Luz. 

 

file:///C:/Users/Lesley/AppData/Local/Temp/www.nonresidents.eu
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I asked Juan Antonio, or JA as he is known to many,  

where he was born and he told me “I was born in San 

Fernando”, that town we all whiz past on the road 

between Chiclana and Cadiz.  He went on “San Fernando 

is very different to the surrounding towns in this area as 

it is a traditional military town, one of the three cities 

including Ferrol and Cartagena, where the Spanish fleet 

are historically concentrated.  It is a little known town to 

many,  particularly unknown to foreign nationals which 

is a shame because it houses a considerable amount of 

architecture of import and interest.  Including, the old 

barracks dating back to the 18th century, the cemetery 

where many of the most important figures in marine 

history lie and also the observatory where the official 

time for Spain is kept”.  It is also famous for being one of 

the only two towns in Spain which did not surrender to 

Napolean during the 1810 French occupation, the other 

being Cadiz and of course it was the birth place of 

Cameron de la Isla, the very famous Spanish flamenco 

singer. 

 

JA told me “I come from a working class family.  My 

father was a postman and he struggled all his life to give 

his children the opportunities he did not have.  He 

experienced poverty and hunger in postwar Spain.  He is 

a very intelligent man with a steely willpower, who 

sacrificed his life to give the next generation what he was 

unlucky not to have.  I imagine that is why I have always 

avoided classism, I try to avoid a jacket and tie whenever 

possible”. 

 

I was keen to know why JA chose law as a career.  He 

said “I studied law because it is a very versatile career 

which offers many possibilities and I wanted to know 

how the system works to avoid making any mistakes, to 

prevent me being deceived or misled and to prevent 

others being deceived.  I must say, that what they teach 

you at university is very different to the reality of the 

law.  The system theoretically works well in books but 

books are far from reality, sadly.  Having lived in other 

countries and had contact with many people of different 

nationalities, I must say I am envious of how their 

countries work.  Justice in Spain is slow and more akin to 

the 19th century than the 21st.  The concept of using 

technology, like digital copying does not exist here and 

even communications are made by letter of fax making 

the courts gigantic paper machines which slows them 

down.  One of my professors at university told me that 

when justice is slow it is not justice,  and sadly in Spain, 

justice is very very slow so there is even less justice 

 

I studied at Seville, a beautiful bright city and I have fond 

memories of my time there.  It is a beautiful city and very 

special for me because that is where I met and started 

living with my wife Rachel.  I am now married to 

Rachel, a Welsh girl from Swansea, who is very patient 

with me!!  I have two wonderful sons called Ciaran who 

is four and Ronan who is two.  I think the last was chosen 

by my wife in memory of Ronan O´Gara, the former 

Irish rugby player, I am only jesting.  Strangely, I met my 

wife because of rugby.  In my youth, I belonged to the 

Bahia RFC (Cadiz), CRUXE (Jerez) and the University 

of Seville rugby clubs.  Rachel was studying translation 

and interpretation at Heriot Watt University in Edinburgh 

and spent a year abroad at the University of Cadiz.  

During that year, a friend of hers from French Guiana 

was playing in the female section of my club in Cadiz 

and introduced me to Rachel during a work out. 

 

I was lucky to travel abroad at an early age, I was in the 

San Jorge Scout Group 310 in San Fernando all my 

childhood and we went on a trip in 1991 to visit the 

house of Baden Powell in Queens Gate London.  We 

spend some wonderful days at Camp Wilberforce Scout 

Centre right next to the Biggin Hill aerodrome with the 

Spitfires and Hurricanes.  I imagine that the Scout 

experience and Rugby was a premonition of my 

subsequent work and family links with the UK. 

 

My workload currently is so heavy that I am finding it 

hard to reconcile work and family life.  Although I try to 

get a break between 2pm and 4pm I generally do no 

finish work until 10pm or 10.30pm.  We are currently 

expanding the office to recruit more staff as our 

workload cannot be handled by our three partners. (Me, 

Alvaro and Javier) who make up TempleCAMBRIA.  

Just recently, we were joined by Bethan Trebilcok who 

helps us with the administrative procedures and 

organisation of the office. 

 

In 2006, along with my colleague Alvaro, we started 

TempleCAMBRIA.  Previously, we both worked for 
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similar law firm called ILION but this firm was aimed at 

Spanish clients.  Through this company we started to deal 

with customers from the UK.  We really liked the 

experience and decided to leave and form 

TempleCAMBRIA as ILION did not share our objectives 

or the course we wanted to take ”  

 

I asked JA what the aims and objectives of 

TempleCAMBRIA were.  He said “our aims were and 

still remain to be, that we specialise in international 

clients and we provide them with the same standard of 

legal advice and care that they would expect in their own 

country.  What differentiates us from the competition is 

the thing that has won us so many customers over the 

years, the fact that we put their interests first and always 

have their best interests at heart, we seek the best 

solution for them and we prevent them spending money 

needlessly. 

 

We are a group of extremely honest people and we strive 

to solve our customer´s problems.  Sadly, in this area, 

there still exists some,  who think that foreign clients do 

not understand how things work here and we have 

solicitors who think that foreigners are dumb, a totally 

false perception but sadly a view which can lead to 

deception and fraud.  We treat all our customers as 

intelligent people and we look after their interests 

because we know that the wealth of our region depends 

on them and we are immensely grateful that they live 

amongst us. 

 

Within the office, we all have our own specialities, I deal 

with property rights and urban law, cross-border 

inheritances and international trade.  I also deal with 

legal proceedings and matters pertaining to some aspects 

of taxes for non residents. Alvaro has a more economic 

approach and is in charge of international tax law which 

he has a in depth understanding of.  He also specialises in 

business law, asset management and insolvency 

proceedings.  Javi specialises in litigation.  He has 

devoted years of study to preparing litigation and 

although he finally decided to work in our office, his 

expertise in the field of social issues is almost at the level 

of a judge. 

 

Our client base is predominantly British.  Most are 

professionals, some now retired,  who have decided to 

buy a home in Spain to spend holidays here or to become 

resident all year.  Although this is our bread and butter 

client base, we also have customers who are high flyers 

with multiple properties worth millions, we  deal with 

foreign companies with assets in Spain and other 

companies working in this area.  In addition, we have 

worked with many British and German law firms and 

Notaries and even worked for the British Crown and the 

British High Courts”  

 

As many reading this article will be aware there have 

been changes to the legislation regards Wills.  Being 

Scottish, I thought I would try my hand for a bit of free 

advice for our readers so I asked JA if he could shed 

some light on the new regs and he told me “to 

summarise, the most important legislation is coming in to 

force on 17 August, this year and after that date, people 

who have residency status in Spain at the time of their 

death and who have not expressed the wish that they 

want the law of their native country applied, could see 

Spanish legislation being applied to their estate.  For 

example, this greatly restricts your freedom regards 

distribution of assets and means that two-thirds of the 

assets must be given to your children.  To prevent 

Spanish law being applied to your estate, you must state 

in an additional clause to the Will that you wish the law 

of your native land to be applied”. 

 

However, people who do not intend to become residents 

(i.e. when a person spends less than 183 days a year in 

Spain and is not require to be resident in Spain) will not 

be  affected and the law of their native country will 

automatically be applied to their estate, even if they have 

not included the clause in their Will.  Sadly, we have 

found many lawyers who are not telling their customers 

this latter fact and are taking advantage of the situation to 

produce a Will including the clause for non resident 

clients, creating cost for the client where this is not 

necessary.  As I said earlier, we do not believe in this 

type of practise and our policy is not to make customers 

spend money needlessly” 

 

I asked JA to explain the difference between disposing of 

an estate in the UK and what would happen here.  His 
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answer was “the difference essentially is that in Spain we 

do not recognise the system of trusts. Therefore, the 

inheritor must pay the estate taxes within six months 

from the date of death or within one year with an 

extended period agreement.  In the absence of the system 

of trusts, these not being recognised by the tax office, 

things are more complex when the instruction is given to 

sell the assets and delivery the proceeds to the heirs.  The 

deadline to sell a property without an inheriance tax 

settlement is limited to one year and to settle a large 

inheritance within a year is very difficult so the two are 

not compatible. 

 

I was also interested to hear what he felt about the 

process for buying property in Spain and how it works.  

He said “except for the sad exception where properties 

have been sold without the benefit of planning 

permission, predominantly during the boom years in 

Spain, the procedure for buying a home in Spain works 

reasonably well, thanks to the high standards of the 

Notaries and Registrador de la Propiedad.  These 

professionals however, are limited to the formalities and 

legal requirements for the title deeds and the detection of 

debts which can affect properties.  They are not in charge 

of discharging these debts, scrutinising the urban 

situation of a property, or looking at architectural or 

building problems which may be present. 

 

Leading on from this, I was interested to know about the 

costs associated with a property purchse.  JA said “the 

costs associated with a purchase in our area are Notary, 

registration and Property Transfer Tax.  The latter is 8% 

for homes under 400,000 euros and 9% for those between 

400,000 and 700,000 euros.  Over 700,000 euros the tax 

rises to 10%.  If a mortgage is to be taken, there will be 

additional expenses for the Notary, Registro, taxation, 

Stamp Duty tax, opening commission and fire 

insurance”. 

 

JA went on to explain about plus valia “with respect to 

Plusvalia, there is a lot of unhappiness and complaint 

amongst our customers about this tax.  The tax is based 

on the perceived increase in value of the land element of 

a property.  Due to the crisis, this increase has not 

materialised but the local governments have continued to 

charge large sums for this tax.  This is contrary to the 

judgements of the Supreme Court of Catalonia on 18 

July, 2013 number 805&2013 and number 3,120&2012, 

22 March 2012 which stipulate that if an increase has not 

occurred, it cannot accrue a charge”.  He continued 

“there is also the problem, particularly in Chiclana, 

where large areas have still not been urbanised.  The 

Townhall seeks to charge owners with houses on 

unurbanised land IBI but  IBI is an urban charge which 

pertains to urbanised areas.  For unurbanised land, this 

tax should not be charged but in many municipalities 

they still charge this misclassified tax to property owners.  

This is now being corrected in towns like Chiclana where 

the residents have created associations dedicated to this 

problem and they have finally managed to applying 

pressure to the Townhall regards unurbanised land”. 

 

I asked JA to touch on the subject of retention tax.  This 

is where the government retains a percentage of the sale 

price of a house after the house is sold.  He said “the 

retention of 3% of the sale priced relates to people who 

are non resident only.  This retention is made to prevent 

non residents from fleeing Spain with their sale proceeds 

and not paying tax on it. 

 

When there is no profit from a  house sale, something 

sadly all too common in these post crisis days, a refund 

can be applied for.  If the return takes longer than six 

months, the tax authorities must pay default interest to 

the individual.  However, it is very common that there 

are outstanding debts.  The debts which can be paid from 

this retention are not only those to the government by 

way of taxes, they can be for example, road traffic fines 

and until they are all paid, a refund will not be 

forthcoming. 

I am often asked if a seller can receive their payment in 

the UK so I put this to JA.  His response was “payments 

can be made in other currencies abroad although, any 

taxes must be paid in Spain.  If one of the parties is 

resident in Spain then the legal limits for cash payments 

must be respected (no more than 2,500 euros to be paid 

to a businessman or professional and no more than 

15,000 euros to be paid to non residents in cash).  

Moreover, a Notary is obliged to make appropriate 

submissions to the Inland Revenue and such a transaction 

is likely to bring about an inspection to verify that there 

has been no money laundering.  This makes the payment 

of funds abroad possible but somewhat difficult and 
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Thank you for reading our Newsletter, the next 

edition will be out on 1 September 2015.  

 

Please remember it is free to join our mailing 

list for the Newsletter and all you need do is 

register under Newsletter in the right hand 

column of our Home Page 

cumbersome, so it is almost always advisable to receive 

or make the payment in Spain via bank cheque where a 

clear record is shown”. 

 

It is not always possible or convenient for an owner or 

buyer to be present at the Notary office on the day of 

sale/purchase so I asked JA if there was an alternative.  

He said “a power of attorney can be used whereby 

representation is given to another person, a relative, 

friend or indeed a solicitor so that person can undertake 

all the duties required and sign on behalf of the 

owner/seller.  This document must be made in the 

Spanish Consulate General which in the UK are located 

in London or Edinburgh and these do not require 

legalization.  If a Consulate cannot be found, the powers 

can be carried out by lawyers or Notary Public although 

in this case, the power of attorney needs to be translated 

and legalized.  In countries covered by the Hague 

Convention such as the UK or America an Apostille of 

the Hague must be obtained normally in the UK from the 

Foreign Office.  In countries outside the Convention, 

such as Canada, the document must be legalised by 

consular means.  

 

Lastly, JA and his partners, would like to tell all potential 

clients who may be reading this article that the initial 

consultation is free unless the subject is highly 

complicated and requires considerable study.  You are 

invited to visit them at their offices in Conil at any time 

and they are certain you will feel at home with their 

informal yet professional approach. 

 

For my part, you could not meet three more friendly or 

competent people than Juan Antonio, Alvaro and Javi.  

They are true professionals and they provide high quality 

legal advice which can be relied on. 

Contact Juan Antonio, Alvaro and Javi at:- 

Calle Virgin de la Luz (corner with Calle Poniente), 

Conil 

Telephone 956 440 172 or Mobile 617 073 669 or 695 

262 097 or 685 141 968 

Email:- info@templecambria.com 

STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS…STOP PRESS 

 

This year Princess Leanor of Asturias will be confirmed 

but unlike most 9 year olds, her First Communion 

ceremony will be a quiet and low key affair.  She will 

wear her grey and navy school uniform instead of the 

usual elaborate white dress which resembles a miniature 

wedding gown.  There will be no formal photographs and 

she will join the rest of her class at the Santa Maria de los 

Rosales primary school in being confirmed and will 

appear in a group photograph.  Only her family will be 

present and there will be no State representation. 

 

All the children will wear their standard grey skirt, white 

blouse or polo shirt and instead of their normal blue 

sweater with the school coat of arms, a blue blazer with 

the same emblem. 

 

The glossy magazines have got in on the act offering 

opinions about why the Royal Family have chosen to 

take this low key approach.  Hola magazine suggests that 

the Monarchs want to keep family matters very separate 

from Crown matters while Vanitatis suggests that the 

King and Queen do not want to be seen to favour one 

religion over another in a multi faith community. 

 

mailto:info@templecambria.com

